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because condor chicks are so closely monitored, you can actually see their population growth. soon after theyre born, their facial features
start to harden and they start sitting up on their own, bringing them one step closer to their eventual release. when the chicks are just a
few weeks old, utt explained, the team members start to check the condors nest twice a week. if the condors egg isnt growing, the keepers
will record the chicks daily weight gain and note how much the nest is being used, so they know exactly when to remove the egg. even at
that age, the chicks have already begun to physically interact with their surrogate parents, and the keepers are able to monitor how much
the parents like the chicks. if the parents simply get attached to the surrogate, theyll fight to protect it. but if they feel like theyre providing
the chicks with too much food or too little food, or that theyre in danger, the chicks will be removed from the nest. with more condors, utt
said, there are also more condors to release. the california condor, after all, is a big bird that can carry huge weights. the new birds will
likely be bred to become full-grown condors, and the offspring of those birds will be released into the wild, and so on and so forth. the last
condors released into the wild in 1994 were so big, utt said, that they could fly to places like oregon, where the job of releasing them has to
be done on foot. during this period, reid was also president of the wild sky institute, an organization founded in 1992 with the mission of
reestablishing the condor in its natural habitat in the western united states. reid had been a wilderness ranger in yosemite national park in
the 1960s, and his family had spent summers in arizona, where the condor once lived. in the late 1990s, though, he found that the condor
was absent from nearly every area of the west where it once lived.
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